
CONTRACTS & PROJECT
BILLING (COPB)

Simplifies complex contracts and automates project-based invoicing.

Dassian COPB enables your company to simplify project-

based client invoicing, improve cash flow, and eliminate

manual processes. It easily manages complex contracts,

offering insight into key contract performance metrics.

With COPB, invoicing is multi-threaded, real-time, fully

automated, and accurate.

BUSINESS BENEFITS
Manages complex contract types like cost reimbursable, time and

material, and other flexibly priced contracts

Fully automates your project-based billing process, reducing errors

and effort associated with manual invoicing

Generates invoices faster with increased cash flow

Leverages billing hold capability so unbillable costs and errors don’t

delay invoicing

Reduces Days Sales Outstanding (DSO) with automated billing backup

reporting and fewer customer questions or short pays

Better manages your contract performance against funding with

automated inception-to-date reporting, system controls, and alerts

COMPLIANCE BENEFITS
Enables a DCAA-approved billing system and direct submission

Integrates with Dassian Contract Flow Down to enable flow down of contract

terms and clauses to subcontractors and suppliers

Cost Accounting Standards (CAS) clauses, prime contract number, Defense

Priorities & Allocations System (DPAS) rating, inspection requirements

Provides billing backup reporting and data retention for trace-ability

Supports FAR 52 clauses such as limitation of cost, limitation of funds, fees,

and retentions

Prevents billing unallowable and unbillable costs

Facilitates application of provisional and contact-specific indirect rates with

retroactive rate adjustments

Includes contract modification tracking and audit reporting

Supports standard U.S. government invoice formats

IT BENEFITS
Eliminates the need for custom development to

meet complex requirements

Runs on and seamlessly integrates with SAP® ECC or

SAP® S/4HANA with no additional hardware

requirements

Fully supported, low-risk solution with lower total

cost of ownership than custom development
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Let's chat about how Dassian
can help your company!

 
Visit dassian.com/contact-us


